
Faculty of Haverford College

Regular Meeting	 September 23, 1963
President Borton presiding	 9:00 A.M.

Minute 1. The minutes of the meeting on June 3 were approved.

Minute 2. President Borton welcomed new faculty, as well as faculty who were
returning after sabbatical leaves and leaves of absence.

Minute 3. Dean Cadbury, reporting for the Academic Council, announced the
names of members of special committees and of ad hoc committees
which are responsible for filling faculty positions in the mathe-
matics, political science and religion departments.

Minute 4. Dean Cadbury reported that further information on Advanced Place-
ment will be the subject of a memo to be distributed soon to the
faculty. He said that 44 students had taken the tests, and that
32 received credit.

Minute 5. Dean Cadbury, for the committee on Faculty Compensation and
Medical Plans, proposed that in the list of individuals eligible
for MERP under Article I, A, 4, the wives of Forrest Comfort and
Norman Wilson, and the wife and children of Charles Perry should
be explicitly mentioned, and that Miss Bertha Kratz should be
added.

He further proposed two revisions in the MERP statement. These
are

Add to I, A, 2, the following:

"and regularly employed part-time persons in these cate-
gories who have been continuously in the employ of the
College for four years or more."

Insert in II, B, 1, e, after "... of such part-time person,"
the words,

"or other eligible person who is employed part-time at
Haverford College,"

These proposals were adopted.

Minute 6. President Borton reported that the statement attached to Minute 8,
June 3, 1963, concerning student conduct, had been endorsed by
Student Council and would be read to the Student Body at the first
Collection.

•

Minute 7. President Borton announced that the new science building will be
dedicated on November 16, and that bids would soon be received for•	 the renovations of Sharpless Hall.
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Minute 8. President Borton outlined the plans for changing the pattern of
attendance at Fifth Day Meeting, and proposed that some change in
the meeting time of the faculty be made to allow Fifth Day Meeting
to be held every Thursday of the month. It was noted that there
are other reasons why the present hour is unsatisfactory. After
some discussion it was decided to move faculty meetings from
Thursday mornings to Thursday afternoons at 4:15 F.M. - normally
the third Thursday of the month. It was agreed that faculty
meetings should hope to adjourn by 5:45 P.M.

Minute 9. President Borton opened discussion of a paper which had been cir-
culated to the faculty, "Statement of Aims and Policies of Haverford
College." The remainder of the faculty meeting was spent in con-
sidering this statement which will serve as background material
for discussion of more detailed plans for the educational program
of the College as it expands.

Meeting adjourned: 10:30 A.M.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary



Faculty of Haverford College

Regular Meeting	 October 17, 1963
Vice-President Macintosh presiding 	 4:15 p.m.

Minute 1. The minutes of the meeting of September 23 were approved.

Minute 2. The faculty agreed to meet on the second Thursday in December
this year, rather than the customary third Thursday.

Minute 3. Dean Cadbury for the Academic Council announced the names of
the members of an ad hoc committee for an appointment in psy-
chology as follows: Sargent, (Chairman), Chesick, Reid, Heath
and Perloe.

Minute 4. Dean Cadbury for the Academic Council announced that a committee
to be called "The Committee on Instructional Implications of
Expansion," had been chosen to study plans for the future. The
members are Santer (Chairman), Gutwirth, Diamant, and Perloe.
This is a special committee which will report to the president.

Minute 5. Dean Cadbury also announced that a decision has been reached by
President Borton in consultation with the Academic Council that
new faculty appointments will normally be made at the instructor
or assistant professor level.

•	
Minute 6. Howard Comfort, Faculty Research and Study, announced that the

deadline for applications is NoveMber 15.

Minute 7. Wallace MacCaffrey, for the representatives to the Board of
Managers, reported that a new pension plan for the non-faculty
staff of the College had been initiated. Questions were raised
from the floor about the deficit of 1962-63 and the proposed
deficit of 1963-64. Howard Teaf is gathering information and
figures which will be reported later.

Minute 8. Marcel Gutwirth made a preliminary report for the French Depart-
ment about the new policy regarding admitting students into
beginning French. Of 58 students who took the French placement
test, 27 failed it. Only one of those students chose to take
no language this year, 14 of the others chose German, and the
balance another language.

Minute 9. Vice-President Macintosh reported that efforts were being made
to work out an agreement with the local fire marshal about fire
drills in the new science building.

Meeting adjourned: 4:45 p.m.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary

•



Faculty of Haverford College

Regular Meeting	 November 21, 1963
President Horton, presiding 	 4:15 P.M.

Minute 1. The Minutes of the meeting of October 17 were approved as amended.

Minute 2. Dean Cadbury, for the Academic Council, announced appointments to
ad hoc committees as follows:
Melvin Santer has replaced Irving Finger on the Biology Committee,
An ad hoc committee on French consists of Mr. Loewy, chairman;
and Messrs. Gutwirth, Cook, Satterthwaite, Hare,
An ad hog committee on Classics consists of Mr. MacKay, chairman;
Messrs. Cary, Kennedy, H. Comfort, MacCaffrey,
Harry Pfund has replaced Marcel Gutwirth on the Political Science
Committee.

Minute 3. Dean Cadbury announced that the Faculty Secretary's Office has
been instructed to be helpful in arranging for the handling of
departmental visitors to the campus in any way possible. This
applies both to candidates for positions and such persons as
Philips Visitors.

Minute 4• Dean Cadbury reported that in connection with the work of the new
Committee on Instructional Implications of Expansion he is meet-
ing with the chairman of each department to gather information
about present work of the department and changes which will be
anticipated.

Minute 5. Members of the Academic Council prepared letters to be sent by
the faculty secretary to Dr. S. Emlen Stokes concerning his re-
tirement as Chairman of the Board of Managers and to Dr. Jonathan
E. Rhoads concerning his selection as the new Chairman. Copies
of these letters and the replies from Dr. Stokes and Dr. Rhoads
are appended.

Minute 6. Mr. Hetzel, Chairman of the Arts and Service Committee, reported
a number of changes which are contemplated in this program and
raised the question of whether all three of the courses on the
use of the computer should continue to be included in the Arts
and Service offerings. He was asked to consult with other fac-
ulty persons who might be involved in this decision and to report
back to the faculty at a later time.

Minute 7. Mr. Hunter, for the Educational Policy Committee, recommended the
adoption of the curricular changes in Mathematics which are
appended to these Minutes. There was approval of these changes
except for the question of Mathematics 81-82. The Committee will
clarify its thinking and bring in recommendations concerning this
matter.

Minute 8. Mr. Teaf, for the Faculty Compensation Committee, provided an
explanation of the memo of September 24 from Mr. Caselli regard-
ing the advantages to be gained from purchasing additional premi-
ums from TIAA-CREF. He said that at present rate there was a
4 per cent tax advantage from such action.
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Minute 9. Several questions were raised from the floor regarding the pros-
pect for future increases in faculty salaries. It was pointed
out that it will be difficult to recruit and hold faculty in the
next few years unless the College is able to resume its practice
of regular salary increases. President Borton reported that
this matter is being seriously studied by the Board of Managers.

Minute 10. President Borton reported that a plan for enlarging the Library
is being considered by a coffuriittee of the Board of Managers and
that it seems very likely that special funds can be found for
this project. The plans can be made public in the near future
and there will be ample opportunity for the faculty to make
suggestions before a final decision is reached.

Minute 11. President Dorton announced that the annual dinner for the
faculty and the Board of Managers will take place Friday evening,
January 24.

Meeting adjourned 5:40 P.M.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary
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S. EMLEN STOKES, M. D.

150 SCHOOLEY STREET

MOORESTOWN, NEW JERSEY

November 5, lyto

Professor Edwin B. Branner
Haverford College
Baverford, Pa.

Dear Dr. Brunner:

I want you and the faculty to know how greatly I apprec-
iate your letter of October 31 expressing your gratitude for what
I have attempted to do as Chairman of the Board of Managers of
Heverford College. This experience has been a very rewarding one
and I feel that my association with the faculty has meant a great
deal to me. You have kept me alive as to what is going on in the
educational world. I am glad that our association will continue
while I am remaining as a member of the Board.

Very sincerely,

s/r
	

S. Etaen Stores, H. D.

Nüt/6	 Reed,                       



HOSPITAL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
3400 SPRUCE STREET
PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.

JONATHAN E. RHOADS, M.D. 	 I.S. RAVDIN, M.D.
JOHN RHEA BARTON PROF. OF SURGERY	 PROFESSOR OF SURGERY

JULIAN JOHNSON, M.D.
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY

HENRY P. ROYSTER, M.D.
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY

CHARLES K. KIRBY, M.D.
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY

BROOKE ROBERTS, M.D.
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY

WILLIAM S. BLAKEMORE, M.D.
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY

WILLIAM T. FITTS. JR., M.D.
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY	 November 8, 1963

Mr. Edwin B. Bronner, Secretary
The Faculty of Haverford College
Haverford College
Haverford, Pa.

Dear Edwin. Bronner:

I appreciate very much your letter of October 31
expressing the pleasure of the College faculty
in my election as President of the Corporation.

I believe that the Faculty and the Board will con-
tinue to share the friendship and community of
interest which has been manifested in the past
and I hope we can create additional opportunity
through which the same can be fostered.

Sincerely yours,

JER:il	 Jona >Ilan E. Rhoads, M. D.



October 31, 1963

Dr. S. Emlen Stokes
Moorestown
New Jere

Dear Emlen Stokes:

We of the College faculty are anxious to mark the
occasion of your retirement from the Chairmanship of the Board
of Managers with a warm expression of gratitude. The eighteen
years of arduous and faithful service you have given the College
have been marked by a steady series of developments which have
strengthened the inetitution on every front. de particularly
have been beneficiaries of these activities—in a much improved
salary scale, extensive fringe benefits, enlarged departments,
and important new buildings. We appreci:te deeply your leading
role in forwarding all these changes.

But beyond that, all of us who have had the pleasure
of meeting and dealing with you will remember the unfailing
courtesy and consideration with which we have bean met. You
earned our respect as we came to feel that our presiding officer
embodier; those human qualities upon which the College was founded
and which it continues to uphold.

We have real pleasure in knowing that you will still
be a member of the Board of Managers and that we shall continue
to enjoy a valued association.

The Faculty of Haverford College

Edwin B. Bronner, Secretary



October 31, 1963

Dr. Jonathan E. Rhoads
3400 Spruce Street
Philadelphia 4, Penneylvania

Dear Jonathan Rhoads:

We of the College faculty take pleasure in your election

as President of the Corporation. e are keenly aware of your

devoted services to the College in the past and assure you

cf our confidence and trust in the future.

One of the distinguishing features of Haverford has been

the friendship and coe.umity 	 interest between the Board

and the Faculty. We hope this tradition can be continued

and strengthened and we look forward to opportunities to

meet with you and to work together in our cotemon educational

conceene.

The Faculty of Haverford College

Edwin B. Bronner, Secretary

' ' -14251: 'IS_ r_-_72-Auentbir—tgatr-



Memorandum

To:	 All Faculty	 November 18 0 1963

Fran:	 Faculty Educational Policies Committee

Subject: Recommendation for curricular changes

A proposal for several changes in the mathematics curriculum has been before
the Faculty Educational Policies Committee for the last two months. In reviewing
the proposed changes we have had in mind the following questions:

1) Why are these changes being made?,
2) Is the level of the proposed introductory course appropriate for Haverford

freshmen?,
3) Will each of the introductory . coursells several sections provide an adequate

base for further mathematics work?,
4) Will the mathematics program serve the three functions it should * namely:

(a) general education in a liberal arts curriculum, (b) service to other
departments, and (c) sound training for majors in an important discipline?,
and

5) Is it a wellabalanced curriculum which will be attractive to prospective
mathematics majors?

In general, the proposed changes present topics earlier in the sequence of
courses than has been usual until recently. This tendency has been at work both
below us, in grade school and high school, and above us, in graduate school;
as a result, the undergraduate mathematics curriculum is shifting in this manner
at most institutions. Haverford has pioneered in making such changes and will
be continuing its traditions.

The changes proposed for the introductory course appear to us designed to
answer our second and third questions in a very satisfactory way. The course
will begin with a five week introduction to linear algebra, a topic fundamental
to modern mathematics and important in contemporary science, both physical and
social. These weeks will also be used to sort students out by level of mathea
matical ability. Then some four or five sections will be used to take students
through a normal sequence of college calculus for the rest of the year. The
sections will accommodate the full range of student backgrounds and aptitudes.
A few students * already well trained in calculus * will bypass the freshman
course altogether.

The sequences Math 13, 14, Math 13, 18, and Math 13, 14, 18 are designed
to provide both a broad view of mathematics and the background necessary for
work in the natural and social sciences. At present, Math 11, 12 gives the
student a broad view of mathematics, but is inadequate by itself as background
for future mathematics (other than Math 15, 16) and for work in the natural
sciences. Cn the other hand, Math 15, 16 is now limited to the calculus a and
students taking it get little understanding of the broad scope of mathematics.
It is hoped that the new Math 13, 14 will serve the functions both of the
present Math 11, 12 and of 15, 16.
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The mathematical backgrounds of incoming freshmen vary from three years of
high school mathematics, with no trigonometry, to four or five years of high
school math including a solid year of calculus. In the past it has been diffi-
cult for students to decide between taking Math 11, 12 and Math 15, 16. Those
with very poor background, but still interested in the natural sciences, had to
start with Math 11, 12 and then (as sophomores) take Math 15, 16. This put the
student one year behind in his mathematics° In the new course, the department
will section the students in approximately five sections according to their
background and ability. Each section will cover a certain minimal amount of
material which is primarily calculational in character0 Then sections will
proceed in a manner consonant with the ability of the students in the section°
All sections will provide the calculus and linear algebra necessary for the
natural sciences and Math 21, 223

We recommend, therefore, that the following specific course change be
approved:

COURSE CHANGE ONE

Drop Math 11, 12 and Math 15, 16 and renumber Math 17 as Math 180 Add a
new course;

Math 23 Linear algebra and differential calculus

Vector spaces, linear transformations, and matrix manipulations.
Differential calculus of vector and scalar functions and partial
derivatives° Linear differential equations°

Math V4 Integral calculus and geometry

Integration in one, two, and three dimensions. Sequences and
series of numbers and functions° More differential equations:
Groups of motions of the plane and nu-space.

Prerequisite: Math 13

For the faculty®s information, we report a general rearrangement of courses,
much of which is the responsibility of department concerned0 The mathematics
offerings will have the following pattern:

Math 13 Linear algebra and differential calculus

Meth 14  Integral calculus and geometry

Math 18 Probability and statistics

Prerequisite: !lath 13°

fighalla Analysis and 'linear algebra

EVIII4,22 Manifolds
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Et.Lth_22424 Algebra

Math 3506 Topology

Math 42	 Boundary value problems of mathematical physics

Math 61, 62 Seminar in algebra and topology

Math 63, 6 Seminar in geometry and analysis

Major requirements will retrain essentially unchanged.

It will be seen that the three junioraleeel courses (of which a major would
typically take two as a Junior), take up the three major areas of modern mathe-
matics: analysis, algebra, and topology. The two senior seminars continue
attention to analysis or algebra in combination with further emphasis on topology.
With advanced work in analysis available at BrynMawr, we feel that this is a
balanced program.

The net effect of the change in the Freshman program, the dropping ofMathe-
matics 38 (mathematical statistics), with the retirement of Cletus Oakley, whose
special interest it has been : together with raising Math 33, 34, and Math 35, 36,
from alternate-year to every-year status : and converting an 81, 82 projects
course into a 61, 62 seminar course, will be to keep the total of the department 9 s
offerings unchanged. Extensive discussion has satisfied us that, given a four ►
man department necessary to handle five sections of Math 13, 14, and two sections
each of Math 21, 22, the total of the departmentls offerings is reasonable. Ad-
justments reflecting degrees of student interest, part-time research e regular
leaves, etc., are all familiar possibilities for maintaining wise use of faculty
resources,

The material on linear algebra and calculus in Math 13, 14 and Math 21, 22 ;

together with the statistics in Math 18, will satisfy the service needs of other
departments. The mathematics courses will present a theoretical background and
develop some computational skills. Specific applications to other fields, how ,.
evere will properly be left in the hands of the departments making use of them.

COURSE CHANGE TWO

The MC strongly recoamends, therefore, that the faculty approve the

7 indicated specific changes: Math 33, 34 and 35, 36 to be given annually;
Math 38 to be dropped; and Math 61, 62 to replace Math 81, 82.
a

We recommend that both the freshman course change and the upper-course
Changes be approved for three years. The department will be open to making
minor adjustments from the first year on, as student response becomes evident
and as new department members contribute their thinking, The department and
the FEPC will review the freshman course in the spring of 1965 and again in
the spring of 1966. By the end of three years, concrete evidence will enable
the FEPC to evaluate the impact of the progran.



Faculty of Haverford College

•	 Regular Meeting December 12, 1963
President Barton, presiding 4:15 P.M.

Minute 1. The Minutes of November 21 were approved as amended.

Minute 2. Dean Cadbury reported for the Academic Council as follows:

a. The Council has requested that he and Mr. Macintosh under-
take a revision of the Housing Code with the hope that it
will be possible to eliminate some of the difficulties which
have arisen recently.

b. The Council has appointed committees as follows:

An Ad Hoc Committee for an appointment in Economics consist-
ing of Messrs. Walter, chairman; Lester, Lane, Hunter, Teaf;

A special committee to consider an appropriate program in
Engineering, consisting of Oakley, chairman; Hetzel, Benham,
Hare, Chesick, Green.

Minute 3. Questions were asked about the enrollment for the fall of 1964,
especially about the overcrowding which will be caused by the post-
ponement of the opening of the new dormitory. The faculty re-
emphasised its strong concern for maintaining the high quality of
our educational program in this period of expansion.

Minute 4. President Dorton announced that a special committee of the Board of
Managers has been named to consider plans for enlarging the library.
John Cary for the Library Committee announced that Craig Thompson
would present the preliminary plans to the faculty after the ad-
journment of this meeting.

Minute 5. Wallace MacCaffrey announced for the faculty representatives to
the Board of Managers that the Board has adopted a Statement of
Policy which is substantially like the statement which the faculty
considered at its September meeting.

Minute 6. The question of the relationship between the College and the sur-
rounding community was discussed. Sidney Perloe, chairman of a
special committee on Community Relations, outlined some of the
proposals which were drawn up by that group in the spring. It was
decided that the comnittee should be reactivated by the Academic
Council and possibly enlarged. President Borton agreed to look into
several questions regarding security and the duties of the watch-
man along College Lane.

Meeting was adjourned at 5:10 P.M. after which Mr. Thompson presented the
library plans which were received with general approval by the faculty.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary



Faculty of Haverford College

Regular Meeting
	

January 16, 1964
President Borton, presiding
	

4:15 P.M.

Minute 3:

Minute 4:

The Minutes of December 12 were approved as amended.

Dean Cadbury reported that the Academic Council did not have any-
thing to bring to the faculty for this meeting.

a. Mr. Hunter for the Educational Policy Committee proposed that
the new curriculum for the Mathematics Department be adopted
as circulated. (See Annex 2, November 21, 1963) The faculty
approved of this recommendation after further discussion of
the fact that there would no longer be a course, Mathematics
81,82.

b. In response to a discussion regarding teaching loads which
grew out of the previous question, President Borton said that
he and Dean Cadbury would make a study of teaching loads and
bring a report to the faculty at a later date.

c. The new schedule for classes which had been circulated by the
Educational Policy Committee was approved by the faculty.
(See Annex 1 to these Minutes) Suggestions about eliminating
Saturday classes were made by the faculty. The Committee was
asked to consider the schedule again and to bring to the
faculty any further recommendations.

Dean Cadbury for the Non-Science Needs Committee announced that
proposed plans for the renovation of the Lyman Beecher Hall build-
ing are ready for faculty suggestions and that the plans will be
placed in the faculty room in Founders and in the Deanvs office.
The plans show 18 offices and 10 classrooms. An open meeting to
discuss suggestions will be held in the Common Room, 4 P.M.,
February 11.

Minute 1:

Minute 2:

Minute 5: In response to a question, James Lyons, Dean of Students, made a
brief announcement about student housing in the fall of 1964 be-
fore the new dormitory is completed. He announced that a full
report on this question would be sent to members of the faculty
in a few days.

Meeting adjourned at 5:15 P.M.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Haverford, Penna.
.11.1.110.11140 ,WANWOMftrit.,..410441M.0011,4MW4

January 9, 1964.

To: The Faculty
From: Educational Policy Committee.

The Educational Policy Committee recommends to the Faculty a
change in the hours of scheduling classes, so that the first class
would begin at 8:30 in the morning, and classes would be held on the
half hour, from 8:30 through 12:30, begin again at 1:00 and go until
4:00 in the afternoon.

At present we have classes at 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, five periods of which the first is scarcely used,
and the last is unpleasant, because people get hungry by 1 o'clock. On
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday we have classes at 8, 9, 10, and 12, of
which the first is scarcely used, and the last is used only for four or
five meetings, and has the same objection as the 12 to 1 hour on other
days. Thus, although we have five meeting times on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday and four on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, the total of nine, only
six of them are used appreciably, and one of those six is unpleasant.

Whereas 8 in the morning seems too early to begin for most people, and
1 o'clock seems too late to eat lunch, beginning at 8:30 and ending at 12:30
would seem much more reasonable. If we had classes at 8:30, 9:30, 10:30 and
11:30 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and 8:30, 9:30, and 11:30 on Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday, we would have seven useful hours, none of them par-
ticularly unpleasant, in place of the present six effectively useful hours,
one of which is not particularly pleasant. The hour from 10:30 to 11:30
on Tuesday and Thursday would be reserved for Collection and Meeting. The
courses scheduled to meet Tuesday, Thursday at 11:30 would meet Saturday
at 10:30. The reason for not holding Meeting and Collection at /1:30 is that
U we did that, the students would all pour into the Diningroom at once, and
we haven't facilities for that.

With this change in the morning hours, we could begin afternoon clauses
at 1, so that we had a full three hours in the afternoon. This would mean
that we could set up four groups of classes, 1:00 to 2:30, and 2:30 to 4;00
on Monday and Thursday, and Tuesday and Friday. At present only one I§ hour
period can be worked into the afternoon, so that we now have two afternoon
groups, while under the new proposal we would have four, which added to the
seven in the morning would give us eleven useful periods, in which normal
classes could be scheduled.

Evening classes would be unaffected. Classes which now meet for 276
hours in the afternoon once a week, could meet for the full three hours, if
it were desired. Admittedly this would out across two class periods * but
this would be a drawback which we would have to accept, since the advantages
seem to far outweigh it. Laboratory should still be scheduled for 2;6 hours
either 1:00 to 3:30 or 1:30 to 4, or even 1:15 to 3145, but there could be
more flexibility in allowing students to start early or continue a little
later.

JAN1 34 RecieL,
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We have thoroughly explored the effect this change would have on
relations with Bryn Mawr. There would be two effects. One, it would
make the transportation problem vastly easier, in fact it would make
possible what some see as the only possible solution to this, namely
the purchase of a bus by the t wo Collegea, which would leave Bryn Mawr
at 8:20, leave Haverford at 8:50, leave Bryn Mawr at 9:20, leave Haver
ford at 9:50, etc. This would be much more convenient and cheaper in
the long run than the present system of Bryn Mawr with ita two station
wagons and two drivers, and Haverford with its mossy system of tInd.00
The change would put an end to the habitual lateness of students ut one
College, who were taking coursee at another. The drawback, of course,
would be that a student taking a course at, let us say, 10:30 at Haverford,
would have a conflict with two periods at Bryn Mawr, 10 and 11, rather than
with only one. Schedules of all studenta at Haverford who are taking courees
at Bryn Mawr this semester have been examined. Assuming that each Haver.
ford class thus scheduled began a half hour earlier, that ins the 9 o'clock
classes were scheduled at 830, the 10 at 9:30 etc., of the 93 Haverford
students taking classes at Bryn Mawr only 13 would have had conflicts, if
the proposed schedule had been in effect this year, eel most of those 13
conflicts were in courses which were sectioned, so that the conflicts could
in fact have been avoided. A similar result was found by examination of(re
schedules at Bryn Mawr, so that both Deans' Offices are convincad that the

_	 disadvantage introduced by this extra conflict would be minimal.

One other objection Bryn Mawr has is that their lunch period is 1 o'clock,
so that Bryn Mawr girls would not be able to take the classes scheduled at
Haverford from 1:00 to 2:30© If no other solution of this problem were
possible, we would ask. the Registrar not to schedule at that time classes
which normally get appreciable enrollment from Bryn Mayre•

The proposed pattern together with the old one is indicated on the
accompanying diagrams.



Faculty of Haverford College

Regular Meeting	 February 20, 1964
President Borton, presiding 	 4:15 P.M.

Minute 1: Minutes of January 16 were approved as corrected.

Minute 2: Dean Cadbury reported for the Academic Council:

(a) The Committee on Community Relations will consist of Sidney
Feriae, Chairman, Messrs. Loewy, Docherty, Desjardins, and
Mrs. Hugh Borton;

(b) the President will appoint a special committee to consider
the matter of future living arrangements for students, par-
ticularly questions involved in the creation of two separate
dining areas;

(c) revision of the Housing Code (see Minute 2a of meeting of
12/12/63 is proceeding. President Borton has asked the Dean
to administer the assigning of housing. A description of new
assignment procedures will be distributed to the Faculty
shortly.

Minute 3: Yr. MacKay reported for the Admissions Committee that there have
been 540 applications as compared with 450 at this time last year.
He added that 75 men have been offered admission and 50 of these
have accepted.

Minute 4: 'Jr. Oakley presented the report of the Educational Policy Committee:

(a) A new curriculum in Political Science was approved by the
faculty (see Annex 1). This curriculum is based upon a
three-man department with each teaching three courses. A
slight change in the wording of prerequisites for Political
Science 31 was suggested and approved.

(b) Proposals regarding new descriptions of special study programs
were presented by Dean Cadbury. A long discussion followed in
which it was suggested that special programs for students who
wanted to take more than four years for their degree ought to
be included, along with proposals for students who wish to ac-
celerate. Concern was expressed that there is danger in over-
specialization under the new proposals. It was agreed that
the committee should consider the matter further and bring in
a new statement which would be considered at a special faculty
meeting.

Minute 5: President Borton announced that a visitation committee from the
Middle States Association would arrive on Sunday evening, March 1,
and remain on campus until Wednesday, March 4. Copies of the re-
port submitted by the College to the visiting team have been made
available to the faculty. Much of the material in the report which
deals with plans for expansion in the next decade is of a tentative
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nature and faculty should feel free to discuss all aspects of the
report as they talk about the future of the College with the visit-
ing team.

Minute 6: Mr. Gutwirth reported for the Faculty Compensation Committee
that a letter had been prepared by the committee and sent to the
President for him to consider while drawing up the budget for
1964-65. He asked that the faculty approve this letter (see
Annex 2) and approval was given.

Minute 7: Mr. Cary for the Library Committee announced that a full report
on the library had been turned over to the architects and it was
expected that architectural drawings would be ready in three
months for the expansion of the library. He read a letter which
had been drawn up by the committee which emphasized the need to
expand the purchase of books along with the expansion of the
building. It was agreed that this letter, somewhat revised,
should be forwarded to the President for his use.

Minute 9: The faculty approved sending a minute to the Board of Managers
expressing appreciation for the long and useful service of
Stanley R. Yarnall on the Board of Hanagers. A draft prepared by
Howard Teaf was read, and it was left to Messrs. Teaf, Green and
the Secretary to make some additions and send such a minute
(see Annex 3).

Meeting adjourned 6:10 P.M.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary

EBB:hw
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February 15, 19.64

FROM Educe-tick:el Policy Committee

& Uo
	 College faculty

SUaTECT: Changes in Political Science Curriculum

The changes proposed by the repa-tit and approved by the Co791itte3 are
based on a 3-fold need; (I) to bring the befzinning course into line with
recent developments in the field; (2) to strengthen offerings in political
theory political systoms outside the U. So5 and international relations;
(3) to take account of changes in personnel (the net mombor replacing
H. L Somers will regularly carry a fall 3course load) and of their special
qualifications and interests.

ThlBegi.nnfylsgonrsq,1 11, 12 D or ll l4 This course has a dual purpose;
(1) to introduce those students to the stud:47 of political science rho then
rant to continue T.:orIg by majoring in the subject or by taking additional
courses, and (2) to help the liberal arts student understand the nature and
functioning of the political process.

11. TUTRODUCTION TO POLITICS: MISTITUTIONS AND BEHAVIOR -- Staff
An introduction to the study of politics through the comparative
examination of major types of political systsms. The ideolo-
glee, structural and functional characteristics, and political
culture of developed as well as rapidly developing systems,
U.S., U.S.S.T.., Great Britain, C-'hana. (Previousy P.S. 12)

.64*
rs THE DIVELO=T 07 POLITICAL TFOMET --	 wrnham„ Er, Bismant

The main currents of western politcal thought are =mined with
the help of original works of theorists who had a major influ-
ence on shaping 7,,,odern ideas and practice. Particular attention
is given to the central issue of reconciling individual froodon
and social. control. Prere;uisits: Political. Science 11, or
consent of instructor. (Previously P.S. II)

11575FLITIOIL POLITICS
Au anamination of the h=n, mateial l and cultural factors and
their interconnection in the makins of national goals and national
strategies in the setting of the world cem7tunity. Concentration
on major international devolo -e,ments since 1913. Prerequisites
Political Science 11, or consent of instructor. (Previously P.S. 39)

For leany students a conbinatien of 11 and 12 or 11 and 14 1621 provide
a sufficiently ce7prohonsive introduction to the problems of political systems.
Students planning to major in political science will be expected to take 11,
12, and 14, no lest two possibly concurrently. The requirements for the zajel,
will he revies ,d to avoid increasing the total nuiber of courses required for
majors in political science.

The department nlans to abandon the coon lecture for the be
course, and to operate autenaasue sections (preferred, size of sections: 20)
linked by a cortmon reading list and common exams whenever at least two sections
are scheduled for any one of the three courses. The projected increase in the
beginning course will be met by adding sections as needed and making the



necessary adjustment of staff time by reducing the froqUeney of offering
soma of the advanced courses.

Iha.A4Nallqea CcUSec,. Reorganisation of emisting courses approved by
the Committee will tall care of cost of tha changes proposed b the Depart
ment. Uouover, authority for the follouing additions to and dolctions from
the course caorings nra =vested;

1. Drop P.S. 1*9 Ketreelitan and State Peliti s for which student
interest 'ass boon Qinir.al.

2. Drop ?,-3. 39, 40 Inte-e,national Relations; Political and Economic.
Th°	 'ial in 39 uill be incorporated in P.S. 14. Economics 40
illno longer he double-numbered in political science.

3. Add P.S. 31 Anciont and Yedieval Political Thought to pre7ido a
MilTAL.1,1"3 of one yearls advanced work in the "groat :1SSUC3" and
major writers of the western political tradition. With e2Asting
courses and the proposed PUS. L.5 we will then be able to offer
four courses in political theory. We consider this to be the
minimum satisfactory of'7erforg commensurate with the central
position of this subject in political science.

32 AKCIENTMmISDTWAL POLITICAL TrIOUMIT 	 Lr. Diazant
An intensive	 ination of the major political theorists
from Plato to the end of the 16th century; their treatment
of the persistent issues of the just state : individual free-
dom, and the nature of political po -eer, Prerequisite:
Political Science 1 2 or one year of history or philosophy.
Offered in 1!;55-65 and alternate years.

Add P.S. 45 Problems in Political Philosophy and Analysis of
Politics to take full advrntage of the =portiso and interest of
the current staff, The topics suegosted for thin course reflect
a broadening of the concerns of °oolitic:a science in the last
20 years. We plan to deal at an advanced level with certain
Z92Alccl, problems which reflect this broadening of concerns
proba=s which cannot easily be dealt with through traditional
disciplinary and course catosories.

PROP= TM POLIk7C3L PITTIPSOTT LIVID THE AUAL7S7.3 OF
POLITICS -- Staff
An advanced seminar designed to enable intensive study of
selected issues and topics of contemporary significance,
such as "Rovolutien, Evolution, and Political Devolopramt .;
"Civil Rights and Civil Liberties"; °Conflict Resolution and
Won Peace"; "‘Fol.lgion, Ethics, and Politics"; "Culturo„
Society, and PolitIcs; 'Elections, Electoral Systens, and
Political Choice." Topic and Instructor F111 he announced
before begnning of .registration period. Prerequisite;
junior standing and one year of any social science, or per-
nission of instructor. The course may be repeated for
credit with changing content.



January 30, 1964

President Hugh Dorton
College

Dear President Barton:

The Committee on Faculty Compensation agreed that, in view
of the probable budget timetable, the following representations should be
made to you directly at this time, and oommunioated to the faculty at its
February meeting for approval ex post-facto.

The Committee view' to express to you its urgent concern
that a raise in faculty salaries should be incorporated in some form into
the budget for the coming year. Two considerations may be adduced for the
urgency of such a move.

In the first place, faculty morale has been adversely af-
Aoted, not merely by the absence of an across-the-board raise this year
-- and the consequent shrinkage of real salaries in view of a 1)(44
increase in cost of living -- but more importantly by the halting of a'
dynamic situation, in which planned yearly raises were designed to meet
stated goals. I refer to the "10-year plan" initiated in 1958. More
significant than the temporary financial setback, in other words, would
be loss of confidence in the dynamic character of the institution, which
would result from a total abandonment of our salary goals. This is what
absence of action on this matter at this time would inevitably import.

In the second place, in the recruitment of new faculty mem-
bers the College is obliged by the competitive market to make concessions
to salary realities elsewhere, and hire new faculty well up on the salary
band for their rank. This creates a strain with regard to the faculty in
situ which brings an additional impairment of morale.

Two further considerations may be taken into account regard-
ing the practicality of the desired raise, and incidentally the legitimacy
of faculty expectations.

One is the fact that the Board has shown a willingness to
use endowment capital to finance the raising and alteration of buildings,
which does not appear to be matched by effective recognition that the main-
tenance of an attractive faculty salary scale, and a dynamic salary policy,
is equally a necessity of academic life.
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The other is the perhaps more grievous fact that a fund cam-
paign has been held, and pronounced, officially, successful, in which funds
were raised that were intended for the improvement of faculty salaries,
which have been diverted to the financing of the building program.

In short, while the faculty is cognisant of the Board's and
the Administration's interest in its welfare and appreciative of its vary
favorable present situation, it sees no indication in the financial reali-
ties both of cost of living and the academic market favoring a relaxation
now of a dynamic salary policy. In light of the raise in tuition shortly
to be announced -- by Rummel's analysis a correlative factor in the salary
situation -- action now seems,, if anything, more forcefully indicated.

Respectfully submitted,

Marcel Gutwirth, Chairman
for the Committee

MG:mbh
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Proposed Minute from the Haverford Faculty to the Board of
Manage rs with a Copy to Susan Roberts Taman

SrANLEY RHOADS YARNALL, as a member of the Board of Managers,

was known and beloved by members of the Haverford College

Faculty over a span of nearly fifty years. He frequently

visited the Campus and was interested in practically all

aspects of the College's development. His own experience

as an educator gave him a background for asking the right

question at the right time and for making well pointed

comments or suuestions.

Those of us who knew him through participation in meetings

of the Board of Managers were aware of his continued concern

for, add zealous promotion of the interests of the Faculty,

for which we have been gratefla. To the very end of his life,

he was able to face changing situations and conditions with

freshness and to see ways in which the new could be used to

improve the old.

He had a fine command of words and he used this gift and his own

deep human understanding to make us appreciate the fine qualities

of those about us. las friendly participation in many affairs

of the College will be missed. We tende: our sympathy to

his widow, Susan R. Yarnall, with deep appreciation for a life

consecrated to Quaker education.



Faculty of Haverford College

Regular Meeting March 19, 1964
President Borton, presiding 4:15 P.M.

Minute 1. President Borton told the faculty that word had come of the death
of John Flight, Professor of Biblical Literature emeritus, and
the meeting opened with a few moments of silence.

Minute 2. The minutes were approved as amended.

Minute 3. Marcel Gutwirth for the Faculty Compensation Committee reported
that a survey had been made of the chairmen of ad hoc committees
appointed to recruit new faculty to discover whether difficulties
had been met in finding new personnel. Eleven responses were
received and five departments had been unable to secure some of the
candidates they had desired for a variety of reasons, including the
present salary scale.

Minute 4. Holland Hunter presented reports from the Educational Policy Com-
mittee as follows:

(a)The Committee is continuing its consideration of special
study programs but has no recommendations at present.

(b) [Dean Cadbury] As the faculty had requested, the Committee
gave further consideration to the new class schedule. The
Committee is not prepared to recommend elimination of
Saturday classes. The schedule (beginning courses on the
half hour) will go into effect next fall. It will not be
college policy to permit a department to refuse to teach
its share of Saturday classes, but a department may request
substitution of one of its courses for another in the
Tu-Th-S sequence. Faculty may schedule 	 hour classes in
the morning by beginning them at 8:00 A.M.

(c)A proposal for possible changes in limited elective require-
ments has been sent to the faculty and will be discussed at
a later meeting.

(d)The Department of History proposed changes in American
history offerings which would not change the number of
courses (see Annex 1). Approval was also given to changing
the name and listing of the Quakerism course: Phil. 24,
"History and Philosophy of Quakerism," to History/Religion 40
(open to sophomores, juniors and seniors), "History and
Principles of Quakerism."

(e) Several changes were proposed in the offerings of the Philoso-
phy Department (see Annex 2). These changes will make it
possible to offer a more solid and complete Philosophy curri-
culum than heretofore. These changes were approved.

(f) The Department of Psychology proposes three changes in curri-
culum as a result of changes which are described in Annex 3.
These changes were approved.

•
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(g) [Louis Greenl The new proposals for an engineering curri-
culum are described in Annex 4. These proposals were thor-
oughly discussed by the faculty and it was pointed out that
the requirements for an engineering major were more exten-
sive than for any other major in the College. While the
courses were approved as listed in Annex 4, the faculty
asked the Educational Policy Committee and the ad hoc com-
mittee to make further studies in regard to the major in
engineering and to return these proposals to the faculty at
a future date.

(h)It was agreed that English 14 and English 16 would be offered
for one more year before reaching any permanent decision
about them.

Minute 5. Alfred Diamant for the Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes
proposed the following candidates for the Clementine Cope Fellow-
ships:

First Cope Fellow--Michael Joseph Cook '64
Second Cope Fellow--Richard Allen Wertime '64

The faculty approved.

Minute 6. President Borton announced that there would be a special meeting of
the faculty at which he would present the budget for 1964-65 on
Wednesday afternoon, March 25, and he proposed that the regular
March meeting of the faculty should be adjourned until 4:15 on
Wednesday, March 25, to be followed by the special meeting.

Meeting adjourned: 6:10 P.M.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary

•
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The adjourned session of the March faculty meeting met on
Wednesday, March 25, at 4:15 P.M.•	 Minute 7. Alfred Diamant continued the report for the Committee on Honors,
Fellowships and Prizes.

(a) Prize for excellence in the French language--

First prize--Michael A. Kimbell '67
Second prize--Andrew E. Balber '66

No action was required on this announcement.

(b) The Hamilton Watch Award--Peter Wayne Lucas '64

(c) Augustus Taber Murray Research Scholarship--Olasope Oyelaran '64

(d) T. Wistar Brown Fellowship--Phillips Prentice Moulton

These recommendations were approved by the faculty. The faculty
expressed the hope that future T. Wistar Brown Fellows would parti-
cipate more fully in the life of the College than has frequently
been the practice in the past. If these Fellows live at Haverford
instead of Pendle Hill, this would make participation more likely.

Minute 8. Wallace MacCaffrey for the representatives to the Board of Managers
reported that a new special committee has been appointed on faculty
housing which includes certain members of the Board plus Holland•	 Hunter and Charlotte Cadbury.

The budget for 1964-65 will be presented to the faculty in the
special meeting later in the afternoon.

Minute 9. Robert Walter for the Three-College Liaison Committee said that the
one concrete proposal made at the meeting of the Committee was that
the three colleges should seriously consider maintaining a string
quartet in residence. Such a quartet could give concerts and pro-
vide lessons for students at the three colleges. He added that
there seemed to be a minimum of interest in the continuation of
the Committee and he thought it might be dissolved. He reported
that some members believed that it would take the activity and pro-
motion of a special administrative person on three-college coopera-
tion to make the policy very effective. In the discussion which
followed, it was suggested that there may be an increase in two-
college cooperation with Bryn Mawr, with the understanding that it
did not exclude three-college cooperation at the same time.

Minute 10. Sidney Perloe for the Community Relations Committee reported that
the Committee had enlarged itself by co-opting both staff members
and students. The Committee, in cooperation with the Students'
Council hopes to promote a program of supervised play. It is also
studying the matter of adequate watchman service in the College
Lane region.

Meeting adjourned: 4:55 P.M.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary
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F 	 Educational Policies Cdtt©t

Course Changess Department of History - fterican History

The committee submits for faculty approval the renewing course changes,
which result from the reorganization of American history oftprings renewing
the appointment of Roger Lane.,

History 41, Topics in pre-Civil War American history. Class doui©n
and papers based on ,Q,*,Ingo in the sources and secondary works, May be
repeated for credit with changag of content. Pornissicnof instructor
required.

HistorY 42. Topics in post-Civil War American history. Class hiscustion
and papers . ,Tied on readings in the sources and secondarv . works'. May
be repeated for credit with change of content. Permission of instructor
required.

Each year the particular topic or topics to be dealt with each of the courses
will be announced in the catalogue. In this respect the course will be modelled
on egisting History/Classics 29 30. These oours4s will be given every year.
History 21-2, now given, will continua as presently taught. History 42 is.baing
given during the present semester with a diffeYent name from t pro 	 astery
42 but with 'ght'y the same kind of content. Itese courses will not increase-
the offering in HistorY; thgy merely replace the course w ven by Thomas Drakep
History 31 which has now been dropped.

Cross-listing of Bryn MAW cop 	 Dopartment of History

The committee recommends faculty approval of a proposal by t History
department to list in the Haverford catalogue with - Havrford number a
Cone which will 7** given at Bryn Mawr in alternate _years be kanning in
1964-5g,

5}=4 TOPICS IN THE ULJTORY OF THE &DERN 742114 EAST -	 Silver

A survey of the development of the Arab world and Turkey in the
• nineteenth and twentieth centuries with speoial emphasis on
poliLoal and intellectual historY and the social structure of
the emergin,4 Arab statos. The legacy of Xslazap the is dine of
the Ottoman Zmptva, the impact of the West and the rise of Arab
nationalism &YU among the topics considered.
Offered in elterna(:e years at Bryn Mawr as Histoey 210.

This C011780 has been given at Lrya Mawr as a semester course in the peon
it is now being expanded into full-year course. Haverford students
will be allowed to present th Modern Near at as minor field within
the History major Mr. Silvers would be responsible for the comorehsneive
examinations in these oases.

The addition of this course to our offering .uuld further expand •
openings for students interested in non7;:estern history. Wo are already
offerin, Mr. Bort-11 9s course in the Urdern Far East.
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TO: All faculty

FROM: Faculty educational policies committee

SUBJECT: Changes in the philosophy curriculum

I. s IA: The proposed changes in the philoeophy curriculum arise out of
three major considerations, the third following from the first two. First s,
the development and strengthesing of the Department of Religion, plus
Douglas Steerecs retirement, have caSsed a change in the orientation of the
Department of Philosophy from an emphSsis.on religious philosophy and
gion to teentering in philosophy itself, 'with a better balance of outreaches
to other areas of study religion among them. Second, our students are now
more able and advanced than they were a few years ago, and it appears likely
that this improvement will continue. Third, as a consequence of these two
factors, the department of philosophy can now offer a more solid and'complete
philosophical curriculum for the general education of Haverford students, as
related material for students majoring in other departments, and as back-
ground for students planning to continue philosophical or closely related
studies at the graduate level.

II. ,Thst aanaliazialualasa =little., after careful deliberation, puts the
following before the Faculty:

A. 	 Lull= A..j.uurialis the dropping of the old courses and the adding of
the new courses listed below:

/f 01

ZADEsa =mud (old numbers)
*Classics of Religious Literature (23 ) 1
History and Philosophy of Quakerism (2 102
*Aesthetics (25)
Philosophy of Religion (28)1
Nineteenth Century Thinkers (33)
Philosophy 63 (Senior Seminar)

Dejszm. Atka (new nOmbers).
*Ymdieval Philosophy (25)
*British Empiricism (26)
*Continental Rationalism (27)
*FresSocratic Philosophy. (33)
*American Philosophy (30)
*Metaphysics and Epistemology (44)1

*alternating courses
1These changes *re made a year ago.
2To be listed under History and Religion.

Another way of viewing the proposed change quantitatively: In the 1963.64
catalogue 15 semester courses are listed as being taught by members of
the philosophy department; in the 1964.65 catalogue there would be 18. Of
these 3 additional courses, two may be regarded as replacing Douglas
Steere's Classics of Religious Literature and Philosophy of Religion, and
the third may be regarded as arising either from listing the present tuo
sections of Ethics as two courses or from listing Paul Desjardins• section
of the present Phil, 11 as a separate course.

Philosophy 25 Ybdieval Philosophy. Mr. Desjardins. A study of s looted texts
from the medieval philosophers, especially Augustine and Aquinas. Pre.
requisite: Philosophy 11-12. Offered in 1965-66 and in alternate years.

Philosophy 26 British Empiricism. EP. Parker. A. study of the development of
philosophical empiricism from Bacon through Locke, Berkeley, and Hums.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 11.12. Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate
years.



Philosophy 27 Continental Rationalism. Ai-. Parker. A study of the devel.
opment of philosophical rationalism from Descartes through Occasional.
ism, Spinoza, and Leibniz. Pre•revisite: Philosophy 1112. Offered
in 1964.65 and in alternate years.

Philosophy 33 Pre-Socratic Philosophy. r. Desjardins. rive periods a
week. A study of the extant texts of the Pre-Socratio philosophers in
their mytho.poetic context. Pre.requisite: phi/oeophy 11.12. Offered
in 1964.65 and in alternate years.

Philosophy 39 American Philosophy. Er. Parker. A study of selected texts
representing various types of philosophical idealism, pragmatism, and
realism as they developed in America between the Civil. War and World
War II. Pre. requisite: Philosophy 11.12. Offered in 196566 and in
alternate years

Philosophy 44 Metaphysics and Epistemology. lire Parker. The present
Philosophy 35. Last year this was approved for one y ar only. Perm.
neat approval as an alternating course is now requested.

D. AmEagatclmamattaft:
1. The present two introduotory courses (Philosophy 11 and 21.22) will be

cembined'into one introductory year course called Philosophy 11e12,
Historical Introduction to Philosophy, and taught by ,the, *pie staff.
This will be closed to juniors. and seniors =Copt in vary special
cases. It will be designed to acquaint the beginner with-the naturev
of philosophy, to help him in his own philosophizing, to ley the
foundation for most of the other department courses, and to supply
other disciplines with related material at a general and introductory
level.

The present two sections of Ethics (Phil. 12) will be divided into
two separate courses: Phil. 18, Normative Ethics, Er. Desjardins, and
Phil. 21, Ethical Theory, Mre'Parker. This is to recognize and utia
line an ambivalence in philosophical ethics between an endeavor to
discover ethical norms and a concern with the nature of ethical norms.
Ebst students taking a couree in ethics would take only one of these,
though sone few might well take both.

Er. Desjardin0 pres nt section of Phil. 11 will become Philosophy 15,
Philosophy East and West, no pre-recinisite. It will remain essentially
the same as now, with somewhat more time and emphaiiis on oriental
philosophy.

4.4, The following caur yes will be renumbered: 14 0 Logic, becomes 16;
38, Aristotle, becomes 23 with Er. Kosman the instructor; 37 Plato,
becomes 34; 31 0 Modern Analytic Philosophy, becomes 37; 340 Recent
and Contemporare Philoeophical Problems, becomes 41; and 64, the
second semester of the Senior Seminar, becomes 98.

Major requieements will be Philosophy 11.12 e 98 0 100, and eight other
semester courses approved by the major supervisor, four from the
philosophy department and four from some other department or depart.
ments but closely related to the student" 's special study in the phil
osophy department. This is two semester courses less than the
present requirement.
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Proposed changes for Psychology
Department

The departure of,George Heipe and the arrival of Thomas DIAndree, the greater
experience with our Senior program, and the gnticipated increase in the size of
the student body have led Us to propose the following curricular changes in the
Departmente

1* Drop Psychology 38, Psychological Theory, taught by Mr. Heise, and replace
it by Psychology 22, Psychology of Language, to be taught by Mr. D'Andrea.
Unlike Psychology 38, the new course will not be required of majors.
Proposed catalogue description:

Psychology of Language. Three class hours. Mr. DIAndrea.
Follo4ng a brief historical survey of theories of language, the course

will concentrate on the development of modern psycholinguistics. Such
topics as information theory, semantics, the interpretation of language
in terms of association, classical, and instrumental conditioning theories,
the relation between language and thinking, and other psychological pro-
cesses will be discussed. Students will have the opportunity to pursue
their particular interests, whether they be in the philosophical or math-
ematical theories of language, in culture and language, or in more con-
ventional linguistics. PrereqUisite: Psycho'. 11 or consent cdinstructor:

2. Move 100 course baok from first to second semester. .

Because so few students take Introductory Psychology in their, freshman year,
most students who intend to major in the Departnent found that they had only
three semesters in which to complete their basic core work for a major in
preparation for the comprehensive examinations at mid-year. This led to an
undesirable piling up of psychology courses, particularly in the second sem-
ester of the junior year, compounded by persistent schedule conflicts with
other courses.

Drop Psychology 62, Senior Seminar, and replace it with Psychology 33, Read-
ings in Psychology. The senior seminar was based on the expectation that
students would concentrate in one of the three areas of psychology repree
rented in the department after taking a common core of courses. The seminar
course was to be organized around papers in which students were to relate
some problem in their area of concentration to a neighboring discipline. The
noble experiment proved to be impractical because our students did not Want
to concentrate in a single area of psychology. They therefore were not in
a position to do the type of papers desired. (Also the course depended upon
giving the comprehensives during the first semester so that students would
have both the time and energy to do a thorough . paper.)

Psychology 33 will be a required course, normally taken in the first semester
of the junior year. Students will be required to complete a programmed sta-
tistics text during the first few weeks of the semester in order to be better
prepared for our laboratory and research courses. During the remainder of
the semester students will be given rather free rein to read among a wide
variety of books, monographs and journals in the field of psychology. Peri-
odic papers will be required. As was the case with Psychology 62, this course
will not carry teaching credit.

Sidney Perloe
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From	 EduTA.t;lonal Policy Committe

Tio: College Faculty

, Sub,lect: Changes in EngineelAng Curriculum

Maw 	 17, '1 964

The newly_re.vised.and expanded -program in engineering and

applied science /3 designed to provide •a. sound preparation for

a career in engineering or industry by a cOmblnation of baaic

engineering courses with a broad range of those in the scien;:eg,

mathematltm, social sciences and humanitiea.

The ereativo aspeots of engineering are emphasized by

involving the student in developing . spelal engineering projeat6,

one at an elementary - level in the sophomort year and another at

an advan'iled level in, the denier year. Thee laboratory projeota

in desIgn and construation will take into account not only the

teOlinial but also the qcientific and social implieations of

he projetr:J.t.

The introductory course is divided into two distinct elements.

The first semeste -v, planned primarily - for engineering majors,

tonntratee on engineering design. The second semester it an

entirely new course develoned both for students in engineering

and in the soalaI and natural sciences as well.. it will eenter

around problems of numerioal methods and proaedureo for dealing

with problem .11;g 7,,InIr algebra and. differential and integral

walculus, and elementary stativtic6, maki ng extensive use of the

Colleges IBM 1620 digital aomPuter



The couraes for the engineering ma je plus the general

college requirements in the natural and social sciences and

the humanitiegF, as well as the wide range of free electives,

eenstitute a program such as is someimen catled "General

Engineering", or " Engineering . Adminiatration 	 Three alternatie

emphaaies in ma or requirementI provide ‘ ..:Ipocrtunity foy those

wi8hing to concentrate in areaa of spocial in• res such SA

engineering, the social acienee-gor applied sciencza,,

piaverford grad ter with a major in engineering who wish to

carry on further technlcal training • engineering are granted

advanced standing in undergraduate engineering schools or are

admited to graduate sohools	 Those engineering majors who aeek

empIoyment In leading industrial firms find. that their preparation

at Haverford has Drapared them well for future study and trainlig.

Our students profit by the opportunities in the Philadelphia

area to visit industrial plants anto attend meetings of

teothnical societieg. -

Major Requirements

Eingin 11, 12, 21, 23, 24 1 26, 31, 32, 41, 43, 61 or 62, 100;

Math i3 14; Physics 13 # 14; Econ. 11, i2 and either Jrj----
0,121,,--

(A)Chem, 13, 14 (or Chem, 15), and two additional courses, numbered 

. engineering, math, phys,,, or astro(; or_.!!!	 ^,1••- • 

(B)Chem. 13, 14 (or Chem, 15) and 4 more courses from the social

sciences, chosen in consultation with the Engineering 1, ..oment;

Cc) two additional courses, numbered in the 2Os or above, from engin.,

math" phreor astro., and four more courses from the social

sciences, chosen in consultation with the Egineering Department



IL.. INTRODUCTION TO 7NGINPEHING DESIGN	 Mr. Hetzel

One class and two Laboratory periods a week. Mr.

This course ineIudes the priwAoles and eonventionp of

enpineering graphics, including pictorial drawing and

desorlptive geomeT;r7,ri. the materials and methods of

productiorthe oomoonents of maochines and their

kinematic analysi6.

12, NUMERICAL METHODS

The coure will emphasize methods which are suitable

• for high steed eletronic computerz. Extensive we will

b6 made or the IBM 1620. The following topics will be

digcuseed: systems of linear equation, interpolation

polynomials numerical integration and differentiation v

differenee mothods, ordinary linear differential equation

roPagation of errors and commonly used statistical techniqtlea.

Prerequisite	 Mathematics 13, 14 (or equivalent) or

concurrent enrcllrncin In Mathematics

21, ANALYTICAL MTCHANICS 	 Mr. Hetzel

A. study of foroea and moments of forces; dotermination of

force in trusses and cranes; oentroid6 and center of

gravity; rectilinear and curvilinear motion; translation

and rotation of bodies; work, power and. energy; . impulse

and momentum; balancing and nomen of inertia. PrerequisIt

MathematIs 13, 14, Physitt 13,



25, MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN ENGINEERLAG--Mr. Benham

Oxie of such advanced mathematial tethniquerl. aA infinite

riea, tranzforms, Baael functions, and complex vari z,a '

i	

-

Problem are nhosen from varoLm fielda of engineeningo e0

Prerequisite: Math 13, 14, Physiv 13, 14 Engineeping 12

(or consent of inotruc"tor),,

7, .



24. ENGINEERING DESIGN

One lass and two laboratory periods a week 	 Staff.

Each student will undertake a. prOect that synthesize

the creative aspeots of tehnical invention, design and

construction, with soial and economic considerations

equilt: Mathematica 13, 14, Physica 13, 14„i

26. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Direct and alternati4g current circuits and maohinea;

transient henomona, Prerequisite	 Mathematicqi 13, 14,

Phi: 13 14 p Engtheering 23.

31. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS	 adnham

E1etrcnic devioes, magnetic and controa circuits,

radi tion and deteotion of electromagnetic waves,

tranamission system. Prerequisite: Engineering ,

32. THERMODYNAMICS -- 111

A study of energy, Its sources, liberation, transtep and

utilization; gazes, vapors and their mixtures; thAeretieal

and actual thermodynamic cycles for power and refrigeration.

Pre gutAte: Mathematics 13, 14, Physic. 13, 14.

41. MECHANICS OP MATERIALS

Three classes per week including occasional laboratory periods.

I4r H1.	 A study of the elastic behavior of beams,

shafts, columns ., vessels and Jointe, acted upon by simple •

and combined streses. Prerequisite 	 Engineering



42. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES • Mr. Hetze1

The t;hermodynamics, fluid flow and performance of internal

combustion engineo. There will also be consideration of

fuels, earburetion and injection s etc and several aaboratoy

investigations of engine performano,e, Prerequisite
	 Math 13, 14,

Physics 13, 14. Not offered in 1964-65.

43, CIRCUIT THEORY' — Mr Benham.

Networks, resonance, integrating and differentiating systems,

and filters. Prerequisite: Engineering 26, 31 (or ooireoL tyr

Offered in 1964-65 and alternate years

44c ADVANCED ELECTRONICS — Mr. Benham.

Amplifiers, rectifiers, oscillators, pulse height analyzer5.

Prerequisite: Engineering 43. Offered in 1964-65 and

alternate years.

45c COMMUNICATION THEORY-- Mr a Benham

Review of communication systems, study of the theory and

problawa associated with noise, introduction to information

theory. Prerequisite: Engineering 26, 31 or concurrently).

Offered in 1965-66 and alternate years

61, 62. PROJECTS — Staff.

Inearing majors are required to do at least one semester

of individual work in come special field of investigation,

such as the engineering of a. nro:lect with consideration of

its teehnioal, industial, commercial and sociological

aapects.



SampTe Program. of Engineering	 lor

Sonh	 Engin 21, 23, Language,

Hum (a), Econ. 11

Second Semester

English 12, Language,

Math 14, Physics 14.

Engin 12

Engin 24, 26, Languag e ,

Hum (a), Econ. 12

'Yew?	 FirstSemester

Frosh
	

English 1 . Language

Math 13, Physics 13,

Engin 11

Engin 31, Hum (b)
	

Engin 32 Hum (b)

A) Chem 13, Phys,, Sa1.—	 Chem 14, Phys. Se

(B) Chem 13, Soc. Sri (2) Chem 14, Soo. S3i. (2)

Senior

(C) Phys S II. , Soc .
Sc , (2)

Engin 41, 43

Phys. Sci., Soc. Sol,

Engin 62, 100

ELECTIVEe,

( C)

If Chem 15 is taken in place of Chem 13, 14, then the student

ha one more semester elective under Plans (A) and (B).



Faculty of Haverford College

Special Meeting	 March 25, 1964
President Borton, presiding 	 5:00 P.M.

President Borton presented and explained the College Budget for 1964-65

and compared it with the budget for the previous year. He then answered

questions on the budget raised by faculty members.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary

•



Faculty of Haverford College

41/	 Regular Meeting	 April 16, 1964
President Dorton, presiding	 4:15 P.M.

Minute 1: The minutes of March 19 were approved as corrected.

Minute 2: Archibald Macintosh reported that the Admissions Office has
received 87 acceptances for a total of 144 openings in the
freshman class for the fall. Because the admission procedure
has been changed it is not possible to compare this figure
with figures in previous years.

Minute 3: Holland Hunter presented reports from the Educational Policy
Committee as follows:

(a)Changes in the Biology curriculum as described in Annex 1
were approved.

(b)The faculty approved of adding one new course in the Depart-
ment of Religion (Annex 2).

(c)A new statement regarding limited electives in the social
sciences was considered and tabled temporarily. hear the
end of the meeting the faculty considered a substitute
statement and agreed to accept the spirit of the statement
but asked the Committee to do further work with the wording
and bring to the next faculty meeting for approval before
the statement is put in the 1964-1965 catalog.

(d)Cletus Oakley presented the changes in the Engineering
curriculum which the sub-committee and the Educational
Policy Committee had agreed upon in response to questions
raised by the faculty in March. The changes were as fol-
lows: Major requirements (see page 2, Annex 4, March 19,
1964).

Engineering 11, 12, 21, 23, 24, 26, 31, 32, 41 or 43, 61
or 62, 100; Mathematics 13, 14; Physics 13, 14; Economics
11, 12, and either (A) Chemistry 13, 14 (or Chemistry 15),
and two additional courses above the introductory level
in Engineering, Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics or Astron-
omy; or (B) two additional courses above the introductory
level from Engineering, Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics or
Astronomy, and four more courses from the social sciences
chosen in consultation with the Engineering Department.
These changes were approved by the faculty. The question
of requiring Physics 31 was raised, but a decision was
postponed until we have had more experience with the new
curriculum.
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Minute 4: Alfred Diamant for the Committee on Honors ,Fellowships and
Prizes announced that the John B. Garrett prize for systematic
reading had been awarded to Paul T. Hopper, '64. Because of
the outstanding work completed by this candidate, he was
awarded the sum of t225, or the sum of the first and second
prizes.

Minute 5: Sidney Perloe for the Community Relations Committee announced
that the playground program would begin on Saturday, April 18,
and that plans are going forward to provide a program through
the summer.

Minute 6: It was agreed that President Borton should appoint a faculty
member to write a memorial minute for Professor John W. Flight.

Minute 7: Melvin Santer for the Committee on the Instructional Implica-
tions of Expansion reported that his committee felt uneasy
and somewhat frustrated because it had not been able to perform
the duties which it believed had been assigned to it. The
Committee felt the lack of a master plan regarding the future
of the College in the light of which the Committee on Instructional
Implications could make proposals. Several faculty members con-
curred with the feelings expressed by Santer. It was pointed out
that one phase of planning for the future was tied in with the
report from the Middle States Committee. This report is now a
month behind schedule and this has caused delay. It was agreed
that further delay in reaching concrete decisions regarding the
future of the College is most harmful.

Meeting adjourned: 6:10 P.M.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary

•
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From FEPC to Facalt zegarding changes in Biology Curriculum

Major revision in the biology offerings began some eight
years ago which resulted in the introduction of more quantitative
aspects of biology in the curriculAm with the emphasis on cellular
biology. Although the biology deportment had almost completely
reorganized its approach to the instruction of biology, the
physical plant vi.as not adequate Zoo the eNisting curriculum as it
developed during the laie 1950s, At the same time we felt that
we were not able to offor two important areas of biology cytology
(cell structure) and differentiation (the cLange in structure and
function 01! cells), CoLsequently we applied to the Rockefeller
Foundation and the National Institutes of Health for funds to
support the development of a physioal plant to aid the teaching
and research activities of the biology depattmento In addition
we applied for funds to support a :fourth man in our department to
introduce the areas of cytology and differentiation. A fourth man
would allow us to redistribute the course load so that the full
time staff could teach in the course proposed as the microbial and
plant work (Biology 22, formerly Btology 14) whereas previously a
part-time person came in each year to teach botany. The NIH grant
also ha c -provided fund• to completely equip thejanior laboratory
which onezoloce Biology 31, 32, 33, and 34,

The changes in the biology curriculum are intended to unify
the offerings in the junior year and introduce at the sophomore
level some of the nateral which in the pasty:as given at the junior
level

Biology 37 , 	 as last taught in 1960, will be dropped
and replaced by Biology 34. Biology 35 will be dropped,
however, the /cading course in Evolutionary Theory will be
retained as a project course, 81 or 82-

The total number of courses in the department remains the
saDe0 The requirements for a biology major increases by
one course,
Requirements	 aoLogv 12, 21 and 11 or 22.

Bioogy 31, 32, 33, 34.
One 60-60 course, 100 'dA(10-	 6 115 '
Cheuistry 13, 14, 25 26

4
ovIC:



Changes in Biology Curriculum

I Introductory Courses

Changing course numbers

New Biology 11 The Animal Kingdom•- Mr. Kessler
(3T Biology 12 The Animal Kingdon - Mr. Finger)

New Biology 12 Evolution and Adaptation - Mr. Finger
(Old Biology 13 Mr. Loewy)

Changing course content

New Biology 22 The Microbial and Plant World , Santer
and Loewy. Prerequisite Biology 21

(Old Biology 14 The Plant World - Mr. Hagen)
Introduction to biolocical and chemical properties
of bacteria and viruses. A study of the diversity
of structure and function in the plant kingdom.
Some material taught in this course was taught in
Biology 31 (Microbiolcgy) and in Biology 14.

Biology 21 The Biology a the Cell Loewy and Santer,
Subject matter remains unchanged.

• Junior Courses  

Drop Biology 38, 37 and 35; rearrange the teaching of
material in Biology 31 7 32 and 33 so as to present it in
a more nnified fashion.

Change content of Biology 31 and 32 (Microbiology), taught
by Mr. Santer, to a one year course called

Biology 31 Cell Biology - Physical and Metabolic Bio-
chemistry. Loewy and Santer,

Material taught by Mr, Loewy in this course is
identical to material presented in Biology 38.
Prerequisites identical to previous Biology 31
course namely Biology 21 and Chemistry 25 (may
be taken concurrently*

Biology 32 Cell Biology - biosynthesis of macromolectnles
and other integrated processes. Mr. Santer and
Mr. Loewy.
Material presented in this course is like material
presented in Biology 32 and 33. Prerequisite:
Biology 31 or consent of instructor.

Biology 33 remains the same. Mr. Finger

•
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Add Bioloey 34 Cell Biology - Diversity in cell
structure. Mr. Kessler.
Ez --amination of similarities and oifforcmces in
intracellular structure among various cell types
using information fron light and electron micro
scopy. Molecular mechanisms for cell differenti
ation and for interactions between cellular
organelles are considered. Laboratory projects
provide an introduction to cytochemistry and
autoradiography,• Prerequisite : Biology 11, 21.

Senior Courses

Add Biology 67-68 Senior Research Tutorial Eazparimenta)
cytology. Mr. Kessler,
Research on changes in cellular structuxe correlated
with functional changes, particularly in the nucleus
with nucleic acid synthesis using microscopy and
autoradiography. Student discussions based on
reading and research we encouraged. Prerequisite
Biology 34 and consent of instructor.

Holland Hunter, Chairman
Faculty Educational Policy
Committee

March 15 1964
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE

To: The Faculty
	 April9 1964

From: Educational Policy Committee

Course Addition: Department of Religion

The committee submits for faculty approval the addition of one course in
the Department of Religion:

Religion 35 - Philosophy of Religion - Mr. Slater.
(Also called Philosophy 35)

A study of classical and contemporary treatments of
some topics such as faith and knowledge, theology
and history, religion and morality, the nature and
existence of God, evil, and truth-claims, and mean-
ing in religious discourse.

Open to qualified sophomores.
Prerequisite: One course in philosophy and consent

of instructor.

Gerhard Spiegler

GS:mbh



Faculty of Haverford College

• Regular Meeting
President Borton, presiding	

Nay 21, 1964
4:15 P.M.

Minute 1: The minutes of the April 16 meeting were approved as circulated.

Minute 2: The faculty representatives to the Board of Managers, Louis Green
and Wallace MacCaffrey, carried out the election of the new faculty
representative to the Board. The faculty agreed that faculty
members on joint appointment by Bryn Mawr and Haverford are eligi-
ble for election as well as the faculty members at Haverford who
have heavy administrative duties, such as the Librarian and the
Curator of the Quaker Collection. The faculty agreed that the
newly elected representative would begin to serve immediately on
the Academic Council but would not begin attending meetings of
the Board of Managers until the fall after his election. Holland
Hunter was chosen as the new faculty representative and Frank
Parker and Alfred Diamant were named as alternates. Since Parker
had more votes than Diamant, he is first alternate.

Minute 3: Dean Cadbury reported for the Academic Council as follows:

a. Read a statement from the minutes of the Council as follows:
"Council feels the issue must be faced, where the College is
aiming in the continuum between the extremes of (a) 'The
University College,' an institution which, although small,
emphasizes research for its own sake as well as for the sake
of keeping faculty members up with their fields, which con-
centrates heavily on preparation of its students for graduate
and professional study and (b) the strictly teaching liberal
arts college, where the classroom comes ahead of everything
else, where the student is expected to prepare for 'life'
rather than for a profession or even a vocation."

b. Informed the faculty of the fact that the College has received
an application for admission to graduate work. The graduate
committee was abandoned in 1959 when it seemed unlikely that
additional graduate students would be enrolling in the College.
Requirements for graduate students have been omitted from the
College Catalog since the year 1959-60. However, the College
has never taken any action which would prohibit the resumption
of a graduate program. To meet this particular application,
the Council has requested the Admissions Committee plus the
Dean to pass on the qualifications of the applicant for the
year 1964-65. This decision is not intended to prejudice the
broader issue of graduate work at Haverford.

C. Reported that the Council is considering the matter of the
named or endowed chairs in the faculty and especially those
which are vacant. Next year's Academic Council will make recom-
mendations concerning this matter.

• d. Announced that President Borton has named a special committee
on the matter of two living areas on campus for the College as
follows: Archibald Macintosh, James Lyons, John Lester, and
Howard Teaf.
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Minute 4: Vice-President Macintosh reported that 144 students have been
admitted for the fall of 1964, exactly the number agreed upon
for this year.

Minute 5. The Arts and Services Committee was requested to consider the
matter of offering an Arts and Service course in the use of the
computer. (See Minute 6, November 13, 1963)

Minute 6: Holland Hunter for the Educational Policy Committee:

a. Proposed a new statement regarding social science limited
electives which was approved. (See Annex 1)

b. Proposed two new courses in sociology which will be offered
for one year only. These were approved. (See Annex 2)

c. Proposed a new general course in the social sciences which
will make use of Philips Visitors. This was approved. (See
Annex 3)

d. Read a letter in reply to the chairman of the Student Curri-
culum Committee about omitting grades in English 11 and 12.
The letter indicated that there would be no changes at the
present time. (See Annex 4)

e. The Committee is still considering the question of special
study programs, but does not yet have a proposal for the con-
sideration of the faculty.

Minute 7: Honors, Fellowships and Prizes: Alfred Liamant recommended that
the faculty approve the naming of a second T. WIstar Brown Fellow
for the year 1964-65. He is T. Canby Jones '42, Associate Professor
of Philosophy and Religion at Wilmington College, who will come to
Haverford to study the life of Thomas Kelly. This was approved.

Minute 8: Sidney Perloe for the Community Relations Committee summarized plans
and interests of this group including a report on the current recrea-
tional program, plans for day camp this summer and a concern for
campus security.

Minute 9: Melvin Santer for the Committee on the instructional Implications of
Expansion opened up consideration of the report which had been cir-
culated to the faculty dated May 18, 1964. After a lively discus-
sion of the implications of the report it was agreed that the
Academic Council should recommend procedures for its further con-
sideration.

Minute 10: President Borton announced that he was expected to reply before June 1
to the Middle States report which has been circulated to the faculty
and that if faculty members have suggestions regarding the report,
they should be submitted to him.

Meeting adjourned: 6:15 P.N.

Edwin B. Bronner
Secretary
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Haverford, Penna,

Ma	 196

To: All Faculty

From: Educational Policy - Committee

Re: Social Science Limi ted Electives

At the April Faculty Meeting, the Faculty approved the
principles proposed by the Educational Policies Cormittoe for
the limited electives in social sciente, which were as follows:

Your semesters of work in the social sciences would be
required,, Two departments should be represented. At;
least one of the following courses should be included:
Economics 11, 12, Political Science 11, 14, Psychology
11, 12, Sociology 11, these being courses which contain
lements of the contemporary and the quantitative, Finally,

nobody should be able to avoid the spirit of the "two de-
partment" provision through crosslisted courses.

The Faculty asked the EPC to formulate a statement for the
Catalog, which would include these principles. That statement is
as follows;

The requirement may be met by passing four semester courses
from at least two departments in the social sciences; Econo-
mics, History, Political Science, Sociology, Psychology (limited
to Psychology 11, 12, 22, 23, 32). Included must be at least
one of the following courses, which contain contemporary, quanti-
tative materials not normally treated in secondary schools:
Economics 11, 1,2, Political Science 11, 14, Psychology 1/, 12,
Sociology no This requirement may not be met solely with courses
listed and crosslisted in a. single department.

0 Q c 4) 0
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To 	 All faculty
	

Mey 8 y 1964

From:	 Education policy committee )414 11;,t7

Subject: New courses in Sociology

The Sociology departrrent is making certain temporary adjustments
in its program next year. After thorough discussion with Ira Reid, we
recommend faculty approval of the following to courses for one year only:

Sociology 16® INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY, Mr, Oppenheimer.

An introduction to the study of anthropology as a social
scLence, emphasizing its theories, sources of data and
methods of investigation. Emphasis will be placed upon
cultural change and social movements in selected non-
Western societies. Lectures, Museum and Human Behavior
Area Files projects. Prerequisite Sociology 11. (Note:
This course may not be used as a substitute for Anthro-
poloRv 101 24C) a required course for Anthropology majors

Sociology 43. SOCIAL SCIENCE .ND SOCIAL CRITICM. Mr. Oppenheim

An examination of the tradition and themes of social
criticism and social dissent in American sociology with
special reference to the works of C. Wrierttlills, his
critics and his collaborators. Lectures, discussions and
seminar reports. Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.

Sociology 16 will be offered in place of a second section of Social Psy.

chology (Psych—. Soo 12). Sociology1 takes the place of Sociology 35.

441

MAY 8'64 Reed.
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Haverford„ Penna.

May 14, 1964

TO THE FACULTY

FROM: EDUCATIONAL Fancy C8M11ITTEE

RE; PROPOSAL FOR A NEI COURSE

The Educational Policy Committee proposes to the Faculty approval for one
year only of a General Course in Social Science, to be offered in the
Spring semester, 1963 s as follows;

The proposed course has the following goals:

(a) The integrated presentation of an area which is currently covered
in a piecemeal way in a number of courses, in a number of depart-
ments.

(b) Furthorinc the scholarly discussion and investigation of problems
of war and oenee and of ,related issues°

(c) Yo,. , ing more effective us o PhiliJo Visitors.

The formal structure of the couosc would involve a visitor approximately
every other week. The visitor would seLd assignments ahead. Students
would be asked to prepare two mediuc-length papers during the semester in
connection with two different topics. The papers would be discussed by the
students with the relevant visitors* There would be either a final o;:am or
a longer term paper. It is envisaged that the course would meet intensively
when a visitor was present and minimally between visits. For example, the
student might spend four or five oleos hours with the visitor (ecg., an After-
noon and evening meeting) and only ene-and-a-half with tho course instructor
&loins the weeks when there were no visitors.

The catalogue description, appearing under General Courses would be as
follows:

SOCIAL SCIENCE 36 - Seminar on Social Conflict - itr Pence and Philips V
	

orao

This course will present theoretical, expeoimental and case study
material dealing tith social conflict. Four major areaa will be covered:
psychological aspects of social conflict, intergroup conflict with emphasis
on ioterociel conflict in the Uo So, decision-making in international
conflict and diplomacy, and formal and mathematical aspects of conflict
and conflict resolotiono The course on be organized about a series of
visits by exporto in each of the areas covered; class neetings will be
held between visits in order to integrate the materiel presented*

Prerequisite: Junior or Senior standing and consent of the instructor©
Enrollment limited.
Offered in l36 1;-63o

Psycholooy-Socielo6j 32 (Communication, Propaganda and Attitude Change) will
not be given next year to permit Mro Pence to teach this course.
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Memorandum

To:	 Chairman$ Student Curriculum Comrittee

Fran:	 Faculty education policy committee

Subject: Alteration of the grading system

Your proposal for an experimental reduction in the use of grades
in English 11 and 12 has been considered by the English Department
and by this committee. After considerable discussion and reflection,
we have concluded that no changes should Le made at present. How-
ever the question of grading methods deserves further attention s and
this committee will have the issue on 4.ts a7enda nest year.

In case you wish to pass a copy of this to the Haverford News
I enclose an extra carbon.

Holland Htnter $ Chairman
for EX

May 7, 1964

,Aent	 Pt LAArt.4



FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting
	 June 1, 1964

President Borton, presiding
	

9:15 A.M.

Minute 1: The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as amended.

Minute 2: Dean Cadbury reported for the Academic Council:

He announced that Edgar Rose had been selected for the Humanities
and Melvin Santer for the Natural Sciences to continue with
Howard Teaf who represents the Social Sciences on the Academic
Council.

b. The Educational Policy Committee will be asked to consider the
report of the Committee on the Instructional Implications of
Expansion along with other reports and plans which have been
proposed in recent years, including the report by the College
to the Middle States Association and the comments which have
been returned to the College from the Middle States group. In
addition, each department chairman is being asked to make a
report to President Borton before the end of June regarding
the attitude of his department toward the proposals which have
been circulated. Comments from individuals will also be wel-
comed.

Minute 3: Louis Green urged the College to draw up an application to the
National Science Foundation for funds to develop our program at
Haverford. He suggested that the administration and the Academic
Council should work together to make a proposal. This was approved.

Minute 4: Colin MacKay for the Admissions Committee reported that two candi-
dates have been admitted for post-graduate study. He added that if
these men apply for a master's degree, their proposals will be con-
sidered by the Academic Standing Committee. The faculty requested
the Academic Standing Committee to bring a recommendation to the
faculty as a whole before a final decision is reached to approve of
a program leading to a master's degree.

Minute 5: Theodore Hetzel for the Arts and Service Committee announced that
a course in computer use will be offered in the arts and service
program during 1964-65. He added that the Committee has some res-
ervations about continuing this course indefinitely as a part of
the arts and service program.

Minute 6: Holland Hunter for the Educational Policy Committee reminded the
faculty that a memo dated May 18 had been circulated entitled
"Pressure in Courses," suggesting that 1/14 of the course work
should be eliminated in each course. The faculty agreed to a post-
ponement of this proposal.

Minute 7: Alfred Diamant for the Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes
read a statement describing the work of this Committee at the end
of the current academic year. (See Annex 1.) He recommended that
the following students be graduated summa cum laude:

Robert H. Bates
Richard M. Cooper
Peter W. Lucas
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He proposed that the following students be graduated magna cum
laude:

Michael J. Cook
John S. Major
Donald R. Moore
Alan B. Williamson

The faculty approved this report and expressed appreciation both to
the present committee and to previous committees which have worked
out the current successful procedures.

Minute 8: Louis Green for the faculty representatives to the Board of Managers
made the following report:

a. The plans for enlarging the library which have been drawn up
during the current year were received with enthusiasm by the
Board of Managers and money was provided to prepare a booklet
to circulate among possible donors. No further action will
be taken on the library until funds are available.

b. The Board has approved spending 335,000 on the former Lyman
Beecher Hall chemistry building; 325,000 of this money must be
spent on fireproofing in order to satisfy government authori-
ties, and $10,000 will be spent renovating the first floor.

c. In response to the report from the Middle States Committee, the
Board of Managers has appointed a committee to make a prelimi-
nary investigation of the way to carry out a study of the admin-
istrative structure of the College. The Committee is also to
propose ways to implement the academic aspects of the Middle
States report. This committee consists of Stephen G. Cary,
Henry Scattergood, Philip G. Rhoads, Arthur R. Kane, and
Howard M. Teaf.

Minute 9: Ralph Sargent, as chairman of the Non-Science Needs Committee, com-
mented on the Board's action with respect to the old Chemistry
Building, and suggested that the Academic Council should appoint a
special committee to succeed the Non-Science Needs Committee, this
committee to be charged with planning facilities for the Humanities
and the Social Sciences. The faculty agreed with this proposal.

Minute 10: Paul Hare for the Computer Committee presented a brief summary of
the uses of the computer in the past two years, especially mention-
ing the extensive use of the computer by Bryn Mawr. He announced
that Swarthmore has purchased its own computer.

Minute 11: The faculty approved the granting of appropriate degrees at
Commencement to those students who have fulfilled the requirements.

Minute 12: Alfred Diamant, President of the Haverford chapter of the American
Association of University Professors, expressed concern over the
manner in which the hearings regarding Russell Stetler's scholar-
ship were conducted by the sub-committee of the Board of Education.
He raised a question as to whether the College ought to accept
scholarships if the donor insists upon attaching special stipula-
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tions. President Barton replied that some members of the Board
of Managers had raised the same question.

Minute 13: Marcel Gutwirth gave an interim report on the experience of the
French Department with its new policy regarding the beginning
French course. He does not have any conclusive results in hand at
present, and will make a further report at a later date.

Minute 14: At the suggestion of George Kennedy, Dean James Lyons reported that
the minute approved by the faculty in June, 1963, regarding manners
and decorum in the student dining room had had a beneficial effect
during the past year.

Meeting adjourned: 10:45 A.M.

Edwin Bronner
Secretary
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30, 196)4

REPORT TO THE FACULTY

The examinations for College Honors were held on May 28 and 29 in Room 121
Stokes Hall. Before - the examination the ComMittee consulted with the chairmen
of all departments and received from them reports on seniors who had been awarded
departmental honors. From among those reported by department chairmen the Com- .

mittee invited thirteen candidates to stand for College Honors; eleven accepted
the invitation and three examiners were then coopted from the Faculty for each
candidate.

In contrast to previous years only one of the candidates invited to appear
before the Committee had a weighted seven-semester average below 88, and none of
the successful candidates fell below that norm. On the whole the weighted seven-
semester averages of the top fifteen per cent of the class of 196)4 seem to be
somewhat higher than those of preceding classes. At the same time a larger number
of students seem to be "bunched" more tightly within a very few grade points than
in previous years: the grades of the top thirteen students of the class of 1964 were
contained in a spread of only 2 314 points( from 88.33 to 91.08 ). This seemed
to indicate to the Committee that numerical grades and rank-in-class alone, or
even a preponderant weight given to these items in determining College Honors would
constitute reliance on a tool of measurement incapable of making the necessary
discriminations.

• In all examinations the examiner from the candidatets major department was
given twenty minutes for questioning in that field, with the understanding that at
least one-half of that time would be devoted to questions relating the candidatets
major field to his other fields of study. The balance of the hour was then spent ,

in exploring the candidatets competence in both related and unrelated fields*
Following last yearts procedure, at the end of the examination the candidate and
student visitors withdrew and the opinions of all faculty examiners about the
candidatets performance on the oral examination were discussed and recorded. Fa-
culty Observers were invited to remain in the room for this discussion but did not
participate in it.

In reaching the followin
	 the Committee sys-

tematically weighted thcse thre

(1)the candi - 	.:xcellens:	 -r :IF	 grades on
his tram,.

(2)the bre,....	 vk k LiIk,s..	 .:.is knowledge	 kos	 _.LL,1d, the related
and unr4Aajcd lias	 ,11 as across .	 boa	 as revealed by his
transe 'pt

(3) his perfarmtoAct ov,Ilve,_ , al exaninion, ,:lk,_ cial consideration for
the qualll of has wke,. as shown by the i,:aj- of his major field and
by the breddlet a-i. , 'auy'cL of his liberal education.

The Committee carefblly considered several weighting formulas, keeping in mind
the fact that the record of the studentts transcript represented achieverre•
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over four years, while the oral examination had lasted only an hour. However,
the rankings which resulted from the several weighting formulas differed little
from each other, indicating a high degree of consistency among the three factors
being considered. At the same time, the Committee found that just as a poor per-
formance in the oral examination and lack of breadth and depth of the student's
program might outweigh a very high numerical average, so a truly superlative per-
ter.4ance in the oral examination and excellent breadth and depth of tho student's
program might compensate for a somewhat lower average -- kepping in mind that the
spread of grade averages of the seven successful candidates was only 	 points.

The criteria for summa cum laude which constitute the operating rules of the
Committee as approved by the Faculty are "Superlative achievement in the candidate's
major field and in a related field, as well as excellent work in one or more fields
not related to his specialty." We recommend that

ROBEaT H. DATES
RICHARD M. COOPER
PETER:ff. LUCAS

be awarded their degrees from Haverford summa cum laude.

The criteria for magna cum laude are "Excellent work in the candidate's major
field and in a related field, as well as a high degree of competence in one or
more fields not related to his specialty." We recommend that

MICHAEL J. COOK
JOHN S. MAJOR
DONALD R. MOORE
ALAN B. WILLIALSON

be awarded their degress from Haverford magna cum laude.

Respectfully submitted,

ster, Jr.
ci

Alfr;e.
Committee
ships, and

er
Chairman
Honors, Fellow-

irizes
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